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Make It Happen



Make It Happen

What do you actually make?



Make It Happen

How much of it do you design?



Make It Happen

Do you see it through until it is 
in their hands?





1. Everyone is a designer 1. Everyone is a designer 







All Designers are 
ambassadors for ambassadors for 
good ideas



2. You have no power2. You have no power



What decisions are completely yours?

Artist / Designer / Advisor / Lackey









If you only have 
the low ground, the low ground, 
fortifying it 

buys you nothing





Whoever uses the most jargon 
has the least confidence in has the least confidence in 

their ideas



3. The generalists are 3. The generalists are 
in charge





If there are more than 5 people 
in the room, you have less in the room, you have less 
power than you think



What is the culture’s
appetite for change?

- Margaret Stewart, YouTube



Ownership
Accountability
Involvement

Loser who think’s he’s involvedLoser who think’s he’s involved

Many creatives want the upsides of ownership, but 
only with the investment of involvement



4. You work in sales 4. You work in sales 
(regardless of your job title)





Surprise: these are sales tasks

• Prototyping

• Pitching

• Evangelizing

• Going to meetings run by someone else• Going to meetings run by someone else

• Asking for resources

• Giving presentations

• Growing influence



“Talk to people you don’t like”
- Samantha Starmer, REI

Secret: we got into design, so we can work with Secret: we got into design, so we can work with 
Photoshop, instead of all the people we don’t like

Double secret : Engineers have a similar secret



If people think you are smart 
and useful your job title is and useful your job title is 

irrelevant



If people think you are dumb 
and useless your job title is and useless your job title is 

irrelevant



5. Creativity is 5. Creativity is 
Risk





Who will:

- Ask the tough question

- Do the extra work- Do the extra work

- Be willing to fail, and learn

- Put their reputation on the line

- Not take credit, to advance an idea



Photo Credits

• Sales : http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Salesman_-beach_-_bikini-_sun-
27Dec2008.jpg

• Maginot Line: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maginot_Line

• Library: http://www.flickr.com/photos/30931550@N06/3036168465/

• Jargon List: Blue Flavor



Thank you.
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• You have no power

• Generalists are in charge

• You are a salesperson

• Creativity is risk


